Fiction Continued...
Divergent (trilogy)
YA FIC ROTH (K/W)
Beatrice Prior must choose among 5
predetermined factions to define her identity
for the rest of her life, a decision made more
difficult when she discovers that she is an
anomaly who does not fit into any one group.
Unwind
YA FIC SHUSTERMAN (K/W)
In a future world where those between the
ages of 13 &18 can have their lives "unwound"
and their body parts harvested 3 teens go to
extreme lengths to survive.
Hungry
YA FIC SWAIN (K)
A tale set in a future world where food is no
longer necessary and famine and food-related
illnesses no longer exist, Thalia begins to feel
hunger when the appetite-suppressing
medicine stops working.
Uglies
YA FIC WESTERFELD (K/W)
Just before their sixteenth birthdays, when
they will be transformed into beauties whose
only job is to have a great time, Tally's best
friend runs away and Tally must find her and
turn her in, or never become pretty at all.

You might also like...
Level 2
YA FIC APPELHANS (K)
Ship Breaker
YA FIC BACIGALUPI (K)
City of Bones
YA FIC CLARE (K/W)
Gone
YA FIC GRANT (K)

Dystopian
&
Apocalyptic

Among the Hidden
YA SF HADDIX (K/W)
The Enemy
YA FIC HIGSON (K)
The Giver
YA FIC LOWRY (K/W)

The Host
YA FIC MEYER (K/W)
Life As We Knew It
YA FIC PFEFFERK
Across the Universe
YA SF REVIS (K/W)

The 5th Wave
YA FIC YANCEY (K/W)
Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien
invasion, must rescue her young brother from
the enemy with help from a boy who may be
one of them

Glow
YA SF RYAN (W)

The Program
YA FIC YOUNG (K)
When suicide becomes an epidemic, the only
known cure is The Program, a treatment in
which painful memories are erased.
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Fiction
In order by author’s last name in the Teen Spaces
(YA) or Children’s areas (JUV) at Kennedy (K)
and/or Westergard (W).
Crewel
YA FIC ALBIN (K)
Gifted with the unusual ability to embroider the
very fabric of life, sixteen-year-old Adelice is
summoned to become a Spinster, a move that will
separate her from her beloved family and home.

The Aftermath
YA FIC ALEXANDER (K)
In a post-apocalyptic world overrun by cannibals
and pollution, Claudia endures daily physical and
psychological tests in order to survive, discovering
that she has become a pawn in a game.
Feed
YA FIC ANDERSON (K/W)
In a future where most people have computer
implants in their heads to control their
environment, a boy meets an unusual girl who is
in serious trouble.
Red Queen
YA FIC AVEYARD (K)
When her supernatural powers manifest in front of
a noble court, Mare, a thief in a world divided
between commoners and superhumans, is forced
to assume the role of lost princess before risking
everything to help a growing rebellion.
The Selection (series)
YA FIC CASS (W)
16 y.o. America Singer is living in the castedivided nation of Illéa, which formed after the war
that destroyed the United States. America is
chosen to compete in the Selection--a contest to
see which girl can win the heart of Illéa's prince

The Hunger Games (trilogy)
YA FIC COLLINS (K/W)
In a future North America, where the rulers of
Panem maintain control through an annual
televised survival competition pitting young
people from each of the twelve districts against
one another, sixteen-year-old Katniss's skills
are put to the test when she voluntarily takes
her younger sister's place.
Matched (series)
YA FIC CONDIE (K/W)
Cassia has always trusted the Society to make
the right choices for her, so when Xander
appears on-screen at her Matching ceremony,
Cassia knows he is her ideal mate--until Ky
Markham's face appears for an instant before
the screen fades to black.
The Maze Runner
YA FIC DASHNER (K/W)
Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no
memory in the middle of a maze and realizes
he must work with the community in which he
finds himself if he is to escape.
Perfect Ruin
YA FIC DESTEFANO (W)
Sixteen-year-old Morgan Stockhour lives in
Internment, a floating city utopia. But when a
murder occurs, everything she knows starts to
unravel
Lotus and Thorn
YA FIC ETIENNE (W)
Exiled from her desert community and
separated from her sisters, Leica finds refuge in
the Dome, where she hopes to uncover the
truth behind a deadly plague and find a way
home.

As always, we’re here to help you find any
information you’re looking for. Speak with a
Librarian or text a question to 732-474-8864.

Legend (trilogy)
YA SF LU (K/W)
In a dark future, North America has split into two
warring nations, Day, a famous criminal, and
prodigy June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture
him, discover that they have a common enemy.
Not a Drop to Drink
YA FIC MCGINNIS (K)
Sixteen-year-old Lynn will do anything to protect
her valuable water source, but the arrival of new
neighbors forces her to reconsider her attitudes.

Cinder (The Lunar Chronicles)
YA FIC MEYER (W)
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth,
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes
involved with handsome Prince Kai and must
uncover secrets about her past in order to
protect the world in this futuristic take on the
Cinderella story.
Delirium
YA SF OLIVER (W)
Lena looks forward to receiving the mandated
cure that prevents the delirium of love and leads
to a safe, predictable, happy life, until 95 days
before her 18 birthday she falls in love.
Dorothy Must Die
YA FIC PAIGE (K)
Whisked to Oz by a twister, Amy discovers that
the magical land has been destroyed by
Dorothy's tyrannical rule, this compels Amy to
join an order of deposed magic-wielders who
seek to put an end to Dorothy's reign.
Starters
YA FIC PRICE (K)
To support herself and her younger brother in a
future Beverly Hills, sixteen-year-old Callie hires
her body out to seniors who want to experience
being young again, and she lives a fairy-tale life
until she learns that her body will commit
murder, unless her mind can stop it.

